Peter Lally for SGA Senate
Vote Thursday April 8th - 9th at uvm.edu/clubs
Experience
-

Senator on the Public Relations Committee, 2018-2020
SGA Vice President, 2020-2021

-

In my role as Senator I have managed aspects of SGA’s outreach and social media
presence, trying to gather feedback from students on important issues and hearing their
concerns while advertising our events and stances on certain issues, our meetings, etc.

-

In my role as Vice President I have been a part of numerous committees revolving around
diversity, academic and faculty affairs in COVID, the BOT student selection committee,
Spring Programming Committee, and more on top of regular meetings expressing
concerns and reaching action steps with administartion. We have had a successful year
despite the difficulties that have come with COVID and have done our best to advocate
for all issues such as unfair suspensions, condemning any inappropriate words or
behavior from faculty that leave students feeling unsafe, concerns of inclusivity in
ResLife, helping students in the SSS/TRiO program, ensuring our student newspaper, the
Cynic, is truly independent from the University, furthering the development of Rally
Cat’s Cupboard, a better climate action plan, and so much more. I have also worked a lot
internally with event planning and appointing students to the Senate when openings
occur.

Why am I running?
-

I want to continue the work I have done the past three years and work to complete any
project that has continued to go unfinished such as my initiative to add more questions to
our on campus housing application to make it more inclusive, which will hopefully be
implemented soon. There is always more work to do to hold our administration
accountable, and advocate for better ways to allocate resources and spend our money
responsibly, limit any possible cuts on the humanities, and have tangible results for our
students who need it the most. Students’ needs are always changing and I feel as though
my time serving as Vice President especially has prepared me to serve effectively back in
the SGA Senate with a broad scope of the issues we are facing and how to navigate the
University structure to get to a positive end result. I hope to earn your vote April 8th /
9th!
Please contact me with any questions, concerns, or anything else you might have at
plally@uvm.edu

